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Token Tower       2010.816 

The four towers in this set have tokens that can be awarded to motivate 

students to meet goals. The towers are each a different color. (Image to 

left)  

 

 

Bug Catching Game      2010.869 

This magnetic and wooden puzzle game features bugs and insects in a 

garden setting. Use the magnetic butterfly net to “capture” the ten bugs 

from the board. A creative way to encourage hand-eye coordination and 

fine motor skill development. Fishing variation game is also available. 

(Image to left)  

 

 

Basic Dressing Skills:       2010.852 Teddy Bear 

Dressing Puzzle 

Dress the adorable bear puzzle and learn to zip, buckle, lace, snap, and 

more! Helps develop manual dexterity, fine motor skills, and hand-eye 

coordination. Brightly colored, smooth pieces also help build early shape, 

color, and size differentiation skills. For ages 3+. Measures 15.5 inches 

wide by 11.5 inches in height. (Image to left)  

 

Latches Board      2010.871 

Undo a latch, swing open a door, count on fun when the picture beneath 

is revealed. Designed to build fine motor skills while learning colors, 

numbers, and more! (Image to left)  
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Tactile Numbers      2010.872 

Tactile boxes have numbers to equip the user with tracing ability. 

Attached knob allows user to follow along the lines. (Image to left)  

 

Magnetic Leaning Numbers and Letters   2010.872 

These big wooden numbers and letters each feature a clear view plastic 

top with fun metal ball sealed inside to allow tracing with the magnetic 

attached utensil. Numbers 1-9 and letters A-Z (Image to left)  

 

Magnetic Field Wonder Window    2010.814 

This sturdy acrylic case with tiny iron fillings floating in liquid illustrates 

the power of magnets. Glide a magnet over the top to get an incredible 

experience with magnetism. (Image to left)  

 

Educational Variety Books     2010.830 

Designed for ages 9 month and up. Bright colorful hands on books. This 

set of books introduces tactile stimulation as well as early shape, color, 

and size differentiation skills. Books include 50 Brain Activities, Optical 

illusions, Getting Dressed Magnet Book, Rainy Day Activities, Fairytale 

Things Make and Do, Telling the time, That’s Not My Princess, Animal Fun 

and more. Books can be checked out individually to address specific 

educational subject.  (Image to left)  

 

Touch and Feel Board Book Set    2010.817 

This board book set is filled with bumpy, rough, soft, smooth, and even 

sticky textures to touch and explore. The books also include bold 

photographs, bright colors and simple text. (Image to left)  
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Interactive Storybook (Halloween)    2010.855 

Colorful interactive storybooks for children ages 3 to 7 years. Book can be 

used as interactive redirection tool, especially during the Halloween 

Season. (Image to left)  

 

 

Touch and Feel Puzzles     2010.865 

This puzzle includes two of every texture and can be utilized as a game or 

just to explore various textures. Textures are on wooden blocks and 

include s 

oft, rough, bumpy, and smooth surfaces. (Image to left)  

 

Magnetic Responsibility Chart    2010.843 

This magnetic chart is an excellent way to organize activities. The 

magnets make is easy to interact with and a visual schedule for time 

management. A color blocked board makes and graphic magnets make is 

visually engaging. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

 

Magnetic Vocabulary Classification Board  2010.815 

This magnetic board has four columns and comes with magnetic category 

titles as well as pictures. This is a great tool for education on organization 

and grouping similar or corresponding items. (Image to left)  
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Elapsed Time Flash Cards     2010.809 

These flash cards have timers on them, shown by digital and analog 

clocks and written out. The answers on the back are time intervals that 

range from hours to minutes. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Touchy Feely Flashcards     2010.828 

Designed for individuals to interact with various textures while learning 

visual grouping of colors and topics. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Webber Photo Cards “Emotions”     2010.820 

The Webber Photo Emotion Cards are perfect for aiding individuals who 

may have difficulty understanding, describing, and responding to facial 

expressions and feeling of themselves or others. Includes color photo 

cards, black and white drawing photo cards, small mirrors, and a booklet 

of teaching aids. (Image to left)  

 

Touch and Learn Picture Card Band   2010.818 

These cards are filled with exciting textures. Each sturdy card has a fun-

to-touch picture on front labeled with the name of the object, plus 

questions and prompts on back. Designed to aid in the formation of 

language skills and tactile exploration. (Image to left)  
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Conversation Cubes      2010.874 

These bright 2 inch by 2 inch, soft cubes can be easily rolled or tossed to 

reveal one of thirty six simple conversation starter for newly introduced 

youth or adults. (Image to left)  

 

 

Fun Sand Timer       2010.853 

These timers range in elapsing time from 30 seconds to 5 minutes. They 

are made of durable plastic with flat base on the top and bottom for ease 

of turning and balancing. (Image to left)  

 

 

Furballz Pencil Grips     2010.854 

Soft pencil grips that aid in holding pen or pencil. Could be used for 

individuals that may be sensitive to texture or as a fidget. (Image to left)  

 

 

Pencil Top Fidgets      2010.860 

Set of four pencils with fidget tops. Can be used as an energy outlet in a 

classroom setting. (Image to left)  

 

 

Jumbo Pencil Grip      2010.856 

Jumbo rubber pencil grip that can be used for either right or left handed 

individuals. Aids in writing posture and finger placement. (Image to left)  
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Pen Again       2010.845 

Ergonomic design helps control and eliminate fatigue and pain while 

learning how to write. Refillable ink. (Image to left)  

 

 

‘Ring Writer’ Clips      2010.846 

Ring clips onto finger to aid grip while second ring grips instrument. 

Automatically positions and angles instrument for writing. Can be used 

for right or left handed individuals. Includes various sizes. Latex free. 

(Image to left)  

 

 

Beginner Pencils      2010.806 

These yellow pencils come with a sharpener and are thicker than regular 

pencils. This allows children and individuals with minimal grip ability to 

grasp a larger area when writing. (Image to left)  

 

 

My Hold Right Pencil     2010.844 

This set of pencils is a training tool for individuals learning to use the 

proper form when writing. Each finger has a color, stickers can be placed 

on the fingernail to the individual of finger placement. (Image to left)  
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Writer Ease Weighted Bracelet    2010.866 

Magnetic bracelet adds slight weight to the hand for assistance when 

writing. This could be used for individuals who experience tremors or 

have shaking tendencies to aid in clarity of written words. (Image to left)  

 

 

Squiggle Wiggle Writer     2010.864 

Vibrating pen with five colored ink cartridges. Requires 1 AA battery. 

Sensory stimulating and large grip make is an enticing tool for individuals 

becoming accustomed to holding a utensil. (Image to left)  

 

Raised-Line Drawing Board    2010.874 

Place a 8 ½ inch piece of apper into the indented opening and start 

drawing. As you draw, the specially designed mesh will make easily felt 

raised lines on the paper. Great for visual and tactile stimulation. (Image 

to left)  

 

 

 Spring Action Scissors     2010.804 

Cushioned, easy grip handled scissors. Can be used with right or left 

hand. Spring action opens scissors after each cut. Slide lock keeps blades 

closed for storage. Latex free. (Image to left)  
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Spring Scissors      2010.861 

Self-opening scissors with wide finger loop for easy grip. Requires half the 

strength of conventional scissors. Blunt tip to avoid injury. Latex free and 

6 ½ inches in length. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Yoga Kids Fun Collection     2010.822 

Fun pack of two DVD’s that teach children different yoga poses. One DVD 

for fun with movement and the other for relaxation. (Image to left) 

 

 

Time Timer        2010.803 

Lightweight and durable design make this a convenient method of 

transitioning. Bold numbers and red time keeping make is easy to read. 

(Image to left)   

 

 

Switch adapted Penguin Race    2010.875 

Watch the penguins chase and race around the ramp and stairs. This toy 

is adapted to be manipulated and played with using a switch click. (Image 

to left)  

 

 

 

 


